SYMPHONY
wall mount organizer hooks

FEATURES

- Hooks can be placed anywhere along the organizer, providing a canvas where the designer or homeowner can be creative to meet personal preferences.
- Easily reposition the hooks as storage needs change.
- The hooks project only a short distance above the organizer, allowing it to fit behind doors or in other limited spaces.

SPECIFICATIONS

- FINISH:
  - SLATE MATTE
  - ALUMINUM MATTE
  - NICKEL MATTE

- FINISH CAPACITY:
  - 10 lbs
  - 20 lbs

- LOAD CAPACITY:
  - TRIPLE HOOK 310.8201.xxx
  - COAT HOOK 310.8215.xxx
  - LARGE SHOE HOOK 310.8218.xxx
  - SMALL SHOE HOOK 310.8219.xxx

DIMENSIONS

Can be easily secured anywhere along the frame using a 2.5mm Allen key.

LOAD CAPACITY: 10 lbs
- TRIPLE HOOK 310.8201.SG
- COAT HOOK 310.8215.SG
- LARGE SHOE HOOK 310.8218.SG
- SMALL SHOE HOOK 310.8219.SG